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Hillsong Church Denmark’s guidelines for re-opening after Covid-19.
Outworked in relation to “Guidelines for a responsible re-opening of the Evangelical Lutheran Church of
Denmark and other religious communities” Published 17 May 2020, revised 9 June 2020.
Hillsong Church Denmark has been closed since the Danish government shut down all of Denmark to
prevent the outbreak of Covid-19. Now, the government are slowly re-opening the country and as a part of
that, re-opening religious communities, but under restricted guidelines, which Hillsong Church Denmark
follows.
For all gatherings the following will be in place:
1. A maximum of 1 visitor per 2 square metres of floor access. Staff and volunteers are not included in
the measurement.
- Events team will be counting as guests enter the rooms.
2. Venues are set up and equipped in the best way possible to minimise the spread of infection:
- Multiple hand sanitiser stations and soap and water available for all guests and staff.
- Setting up the venue so that guests can keep physical distance from each other.
3. Wall posters will be up around the venue with information about Covid-19, including symptoms of
Covid-19, keeping physical distance, proper hygiene and maximum amount of guests in each room.
4. All Staff and volunteers will comply with the Danish National Health Authority’s recommendations
about proper hygiene and appropriate behaviour. So as refraining from welcoming guests with
handshakes or hugs and kisses, guests will be greeted with an “elbow shake” or a “foot touch”
instead.
5. Staff and volunteers handing out any non-packaged food will be wearing gloves, and comply with
the Danish National Health Authority’s recommendations.

Guidelines, AUDITORIUM specific:
- Guests will be seated with 1metre in between and 2metres to the person in front.
- It is possible to use multiple entries/exits, to be able to keep physical distance.
- Staff and volunteers will encourage guests to keep physical distance.
- Families and guests, that are in close contact daily, can sit together with normal distance, in
designated family areas.
- For communion, a pre-packaged communion cup with juice and a biscuit will be handed out by
hosts at the door. Host will be wearing gloves.
- All normal seatdrops will be digital.

Guidelines, FOYER specific:
- Staff and volunteers will encourage guests to keep physical distance.
- Hand sanitiser stations will be available, and guests will be encouraged to use it.
- All surfaces, such as handrails, bar tables etc. will be cleaned properly between services.
- All bathrooms will be cleaned properly in between services.
- Water and coffee will be available for guests to self-serve, after proper cleaning of hands.
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Guidelines, Hillsong KIDS specific:
- A Hillsong KIDS programme will be available for children aged 4-11.
- All children will be assigned to a group with a leader. Groups are not allowed to cross their
boundaries, and will stay together with the same KIDS leaders.
- Only toys that can be properly cleaned will be available at Hillsong KIDS. All toys will be cleaned
and/or swopped between services.
- Parents lounge is available for parents with children between 0 and 3 years old. Parents will be
encouraged to only be 1 parent in the parents lounge and one parent in auditorium. Parents
are encourage to bring their own toys for their children, and not let them share toys with other
children.

